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Types of Products We Sell
From the desk of Brad Adreon

I joined the Wickman
Chemical sales team a few months
ago and am surprised at the
misconceptions people have
about Wickman Chemical. Many
farmers think Wickman Chemical
is a “cash and carry only”
company with no service or
assurance from major
manufacturers. This perception is
false.
Wickman Chemical offers a
wide variety of farm chemicals at
varying price points to meet our
growers’ needs. If you want low
pricing, don’t care about returns,
and do not feel the need for
assurance, we offer “brokered

products”.

On the other hand,
we also offer manufacturer
assurance programs on
name brand products.
Purchasing chemicals with
assurance programs means
we can help you with rebates,
walk your fields, identify potential
problems and offer technical
support. If the need should arise,
our manufacturer representatives
can also help you with subsequent
applications.
Purchasing “brokered

products” does not mean you
are receiving poor quality, old
products. Brokered products are
generally purchased from a lower
priced market, moved to a higher
priced market and then resold. It
is the same product, same label,

same manufacturer, but at a lower
price with no assurance and no
returns.
Fungicides are a great example.
The spray season for fungicides
on winter wheat is typically May
or June. Excess inventory from
these early wheat markets are
brokered to the Midwestern corn
markets at liquidation prices. Our
gain is their loss.
We offer many generic

products.

The number of
generics is increasing every year.
Patents are coming off many name
brand products and the generic
versions are usually just as good
and quite a bit cheaper. We will
be happy to go over options with
you and help explain the pros and
cons of the wide variety of names
hitting the market.
We are selective about the
generic and brokered products we
offer. Some companies sell a
cheaper version of certain items.
If we question the quality of the
active and/or inert ingredients,
the reputation of the company, or
the temperature at which the
product should be stored or
shipped, we will not sell those
items.
Whatever your needs may be,
Wickman Chemical has several
options. We are ready and willing
to help you decide the best fit for
your operation!

White Mold
Control
Many of our customers
are having trouble with
foliar soybean diseases,
especially white mold.
If you are one of
those customers please
click here to the Purdue
Extension article entitled
Fungicide Efficacy for
Control of Soybean Foliar
Diseases.
If you are looking
specifically at white mold
control pay special
attention to Aproach and
Aproach Prima fungicide
from DuPont. Aproach
ranks #1 for control of
white mold.
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Fertilizer Trends and Recommendations
01/01/2016 – 02/26/2016
Anh. Ammonia

AMS

Anhydrous Ammonia declined to its lowest
wholesale price level in early February and has
gone back up approximately $60 as of March 1,
2016. Retail costs never reflected the lows seen on
the wholesale side due to old inventory and storage
issues. Prices will continue to strengthen due to
increasing retail demand, anhydrous delivery trucks
being booked five weeks out, and terminals that
are experiencing loading issues. Book your spring
2016 Anhydrous Ammonia needs now!

AMS prices are steady to marginally lower.
Cover your spring 2016 AMS needs as needed.

Urea

UAN

Urea has been in an uptrend since the early February
low. Rumors of production issues, an early spring,
and undervalued inventories have kept nearby prices
on the rise. The uptrend is dampened by cargos
booked to arrive in April. Cover early spring Urea
now. Defer on late spring/early summer purchases
for the present time.

UAN prices are firming due to domestic tons
being exported to South America, tightening
supplies coupled with strong demand for top
dressing wheat, and underlying support from
rising Urea costs. Cover your Spring 2016
needs now.
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MAP

Potash

MAP prices bottomed at the end of January and
began an uptrend beginning with a 400,000 ton
purchase by Mosaic in early February. Domestic
production cutbacks coupled with declining
imports have also lent strength to the Phosphate
market. Seasonal interest and better weather
conditions are creating new demand. Scheduled
imports may dampen or cap any long term run
up in prices. Cover your spring needs now…

Domestic producers are experiencing
continued negative price pressure from
imports and flat demand. Expect steady
prices due to spring demand. Cover your
spring 2016 needs now.
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